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This volume contains revised and extended research articles written by prominent researchers participating in the ICF4C
2011 conference. 2011 International Conference on Future Communication, Computing, Control and Management
(ICF4C 2011) has been held on December 16-17, 2011, Phuket, Thailand. Topics covered include intelligent computing,
network management, wireless networks, telecommunication, power engineering, control engineering, Signal and Image
Processing, Machine Learning, Control Systems and Applications, The book will offer the states of arts of tremendous
advances in Computing, Communication, Control, and Management and also serve as an excellent reference work for
researchers and graduate students working on Computing, Communication, Control, and Management Research.
In this book, modeling and simulation of electric vehicles and their components have been emphasized chapter by
chapter with valuable contribution of many researchers who work on both technical and regulatory sides of the field.
Mathematical models for electrical vehicles and their components were introduced and merged together to make this
book a guide for industry, academia and policy makers.
The report provides an overview of electronics and its application to buses and other transportation sectors. The report
then addresses electronic integration, potential benefits offered by integration, and transit agency experiences with the
technology. The report concludes with guidelines for implementing transit bus electronics. It is intended to be a primer on
the subject, providing essential background information to serve as a starting point for acquiring additional knowledge.
This three-volume proceedings contains revised selected papers from the Second International Conference on Artificial
Intelligence and Computational Intelligence, AICI 2011, held in Taiyuan, China, in September 2011. The total of 265 highquality papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 1073 submissions. The topics of Part II covered are:
heuristic searching methods; immune computation; information security; information theory; intelligent control; intelligent
image processing; intelligent information fusion; intelligent information retrieval; intelligent signal processing; knowledge
representation; and machine learning.
Electric and Hybrid Vehicles: Power Sources, Models, Sustainability, Infrastructure and the Market reviews the
performance, cost, safety, and sustainability of battery systems for hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) and electric vehicles
(EVs), including nickel-metal hydride batteries and Li-ion batteries. Throughout this book, especially in the first chapters,
alternative vehicles with different power trains are compared in terms of lifetime cost, fuel consumption, and
environmental impact. The emissions of greenhouse gases are particularly dealt with. The improvement of the battery, or
fuel cell, performance and governmental incentives will play a fundamental role in determining how far and how
substantial alternative vehicles will penetrate into the market. An adequate recharging infrastructure is of paramount
importance for the diffusion of vehicles powered by batteries and fuel cells, as it may contribute to overcome the socalled range anxiety."" Thus, proposed battery charging techniques are summarized and hydrogen refueling stations are
described. The final chapter reviews the state of the art of the current models of hybrid and electric vehicles along with
the powertrain solutions adopted by the major automakers. Contributions from the worlds leading industry and research
experts Executive summaries of specific case studies Information on basic research and application approaches
CAN (Controller Area Network) is a serial communication protocol that was originally developed for the automobile
industry. CAN is far superior to conventional serial technologies such as RS232 in regards to functionality and reliability
and yet CAN implementations are more cost effective. CANopen, a higher layer protocol based on CAN, provides the
means to apply the ingenious CAN features to a variety of industrial-strength applications. Many users, for example in the
field of medical engineering, opted for CANopen because they have to meet particularly stringent safety requirements.
Similar requirements had to be considered by manufacturers of other equipment with very high safety or reliability
requirements (e.g. robots, lifts and transportation systems). Providing a detailed look at both CAN and CANopen, this
book examines those technologies in the context of embedded networks. There is an overview of general embedded
networking and an introduction to the primary functionality provided by CANopen. Everything one needs to know to
configure and operate a CANopen network using off-the-shelf components is described, along with details for those
designers who want to build their own CANopen nodes. The wide variety of applications for CAN and CANopen is
discussed, and instructions in developing embedded networks based on the protocol are included. In addition, references
and examples using MicroCANopen, PCANopen Magic, and Vector's high-end development tools are provided.
Focusing on innovation, these proceedings present recent advances in the field of mechanical design in China and offer
researchers, scholars and scientists an international platform to present their research findings and exchange their ideas.
In the context of the “Made in China 2025” development strategy, one central aspect of the ICMD2017 was Innovative
Design Pushes “Made in China 2025.” The book highlights research hotspots in mechanical design, such as design
methodology, green design, robotics and mechanics, and reliability design, while also combining industrial design and
mechanical design.
This book, written by a leading expert in the field of Controller Area Network (CAN) technologies, represents the perfect guide to
implementing an SAE J1939 protocol stack for embedded systems. The book is filled with numerous C/C++ code examples and valuable
documentation of the resulting J1939 vehicle network data traffic. It explains in great detail the inner workings of the protocol through
designing and transmitting J1939 data frames, receiving and processing J1939 data frames, and simulating J1939 ECUs (Electronic Control
Units). Other Arduino sketches (software projects) include a J1939 network scanner, and a simple SAE J1939 to USB Gateway application
with associated Windows GUI (Visual Studio C# project). The collection of sketches is concluded by the ARD1939 project, a fully functional
SAE J1939 protocol stack for the Arduino Uno and Mega 2560. As an added value, the included proof of concept explains (by means of code
examples and bus traffic recordings) the details of the Transport Protocol (TP) according to SAE J1939/21 (BAM Session, RTS/CTS Session)
and the Address Claim Procedure according to SAE J1939/81. In combination with the low-cost and high-level user-friendliness approach of
the Arduino environment, this book represents the ideal platform to learning and implementing embedded applications with the SAE J1939
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HEAVY DUTY TRUCK SYSTEMS, 5th EDITION is a best-selling introduction to servicing medium-and heavy-duty trucks, providing a strong
foundation of content on Electricity and Electronics, Power Train, Steering and Suspension, Brakes, and Accessories Systems. The fifth
edition has been updated throughout including an introduction to Eaton DM clutches and comprehensive coverage of Caterpillar's new
highway vocational transmission, updates of electricity and electronics to cover new battery technology, and coverage of new FMVSS 121
(2009) stopping distance for semi-combinations. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
This book presents the proceedings of the 1st International Congress on Innovation and Research – A Driving Force for Socio-EconoTechnological Development (CI3 2020). CI3 was held on June 18–19, 2020. It was organized by the Instituto Tecnológico Superior
Rumiñahui and GDEON, in co-organization with Higher Institutes: Libertad, Bolivariano, Vida Nueva, Espíritu Santo, Sudamericano Loja,
Central Técnico and sponsored by the Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marcos (Perú), the Federal University of Goiás (Brazil) and
HOSTOS—Community University of New York (USA). CI3 aims to promote the development of research activities in Higher Education
Institutions and the relationship between the productive and scientific sector of Ecuador, supporting the fulfilment of the National
Development Plan “Toda una vida 2017-2021”.
Technology is rapidly advancing in all areas of society, including agriculture. In both conventional and organic systems, there is a need to
apply technology beyond our current approach to improve the efficiency and economics of management. Weeds, in particular, have been part
of cropping systems for centuries often being ranked as the number one production cost. Now, public demand for a sustainably grown
product has created economic incentives for producers to improve their practices, yet the development of advanced weed control tools
beyond biotech has lagged behind. An opportunity has been created for engineers and weed scientists to pool their knowledge and work
together to ‘fill the gap’ in managing weeds in crops. Never before has there been such pressure to produce more with less in order to
sustain our economies and environments. This book is the first to provide a radically new approach to weed management that could change
cropping systems both now and in the future.
This two-volume set (CCIS 1159 and CCIS 1160) constitutes the proceedings of the 14th International Conference on Bio-inspired
Computing: Theories and Applications, BIC-TA 2019, held in Zhengzhou, China, in November 2019. The 122 full papers presented in both
volumes were selected from 197 submissions. The papers in the two volumes are organized according to the topical headings: evolutionary
computation and swarm intelligence; ?bioinformatics and systems biology; complex networks; DNA and molecular computing; neural
networks and articial intelligence.
This Standard specifies the definition of the communication physical layer, data link layer and application layer of power cabin of electric
vehicles (hereinafter referred to as power cabin) basing on the control area network (CAN).
This volume of the Lecture Notes in Mobility series contains papers written by speakers at the 22nd International Forum on Advanced
Microsystems for Automotive Applications (AMAA 2018) "Smart Systems for Clean, Safe and Shared Road Vehicles" that was held in Berlin,
Germany in September 2018. The authors report about recent breakthroughs in electric and electronic components and systems, driver
assistance, vehicle automation and electrification as well as data, clouds and machine learning. Furthermore, innovation aspects and impacts
of connected and automated driving are covered. The target audience primarily comprises research experts and practitioners in industry and
academia, but the book may also be beneficial for graduate students alike.
Succeed in your career in the dynamic field of commercial truck engine service with this latest edition of the most comprehensive guide to
highway diesel engines and their management systems available today! Ideal for students, entry-level technicians, and experienced
professionals, MEDIUM/HEAVY DUTY TRUCK ENGINES, FUEL & COMPUTERIZED MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, Fifth Edition, covers the
full range of commercial vehicle diesel engines, from light- to heavy-duty, as well as the most current management electronics used in the
industry. In addition, dedicated chapters deal with natural gas (NG) fuel systems (CNG and LPG), alternate fuels, and hybrid drive systems.
The book addresses the latest ASE Education Foundation tasks, provides a unique emphasis on the modern multiplexed chassis, and will
serve as a valuable toolbox reference throughout your career. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Thoroughly updated and expanded, Fundamentals of Medium/Heavy Diesel Engines, Second Edition offers comprehensive coverage of
basic concepts and fundamentals, building up to advanced instruction on the latest technology coming to market for medium- and heavy-duty
diesel engine systems.
SAE J1939 has become the accepted industry standard and the vehicle network technology of choice for off-highway machines. This
resource provides profound information on the J1939 message format and network management.
This Standard specifies the definition of swapping battery pack of electric vehicle (hereinafter referred to as battery pack) basing on the
communication physical layer, data link layer and application layer of control area network (CAN).
The 2013 International Conference on Cyber Science and Engineering (CyberSE 2013) will be held on in Guangzhou, China during
December 14– 15, 2013. CyberSE is an annual conference to call together researchers, engineers, academicians as well as industrial
professionals from all over the world to present their research results and development activities in Cyber Science and Engineering. CyberSE
2013 is sponsored by International Association for Cyber Science and Engineering, Hong Kong. CyberSE 2013 has received more than 200
submissions from 15 countries and regions. The papers come from both academia and industry reflecting the international flavor of this event
in the topics of Cyber Science and Engineering. About 20 PC members and 40 International reviewers worked hard in reviewing the
submissions. Based on the review reports, about 63 papers were accepted to be presented in CyberSE 2013 by the chairs. The papers were
grouped into five sessions viz., 1. Computer and Information Technologies, 2. Communication Technologies, 3. Artificial Intelligence, 4.
Management and Services Science, 5. Circuits and Systems. All the accepted papers have been presented on the conference, mainly by oral
presentations. During the conference, many novel research works caught the attentions of the participants. The participants came to an
agreement that they will participate in the CyberSE 2014 next year. All the presented papers will be published by DEStech Publications, USA.
DEStech will have the proceeding indexed in ISI (Institute of Scientific Information), CPCI-S (ISTP), Google Book Search, EI and other
worldwide online citation of qualified papers. We express our thanks to all the members of the General Committee Chairs, Program
Committee Chairs, Technical Program Committee and Volunteers who worked so hard to prepare the conference and chair the five sessions
in CyberSE 2013 . We hope that CyberSE 2013 will be successful and enjoyable to all participants. We look forward to seeing all of you next
year at the CyberSE 2014. Deyao Tan, International Association for Cyber Science and Engineering, China
According to Prof. D. Despommier, by the year 2050, nearly 80% of the earth's population will reside in urban centers. Furthermore, the
human population will increase by about 3 billion people during the interim. New land will be needed to grow enough food to feed them. At
present, throughout the world, over 80% of the land that is suitable for raising crops is in use. What can be done to avoid this impending
disaster? One possible solution is indoor farming. However, not all crops can easily be moved in an indoor environment. Nevertheless, to
secure the food supply, it is necessary to increase the automation level in agriculture significantly. This book intends to provide the reader
with a comprehensive overview of the impact of the Fourth Industrial Revolution and automation examples in agriculture.
Designed for the required course on hydraulics found in diesel technology and heavy equipment programs, MOBILE EQUIPMENT
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HYDRAULICS: A SYSTEMS AND TROUBLESHOOTING APPROACH, takes a practical approach to the understanding of fluid power /
hydraulic systems. Instead of concentrating on the design issues of fluid power systems this book approaches hydraulics more like a
technician would to approach a system that requires maintenance or troubleshooting. Nearly all aspiring diesel technicians receive training in
this subject, which is one of seven areas of study recognized by ASE Education Foundation in diesel technology. Coverage includes a study
of terminology, industrial standards, symbols and basic circuitry design as related to fluid power. Examples are drawn from actual equipment
that is relevant to the program of study, whether it be heavy truck, earth-moving, or agricultural equipment. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

A Comprehensible Guide to Controller Area Network by Wilfred Voss represents the most thoroughly researched and most
complete work on CAN available in the marketplace. It includes:A Brief History of CAN, Main Characteristics, Message Frame
Architecture, Message Broadcasting, Bus Arbitration, Error Detection & Fault Confinement, CAN Physical Layer, and more?
This Standard specifies the terms and definitions, basic parameters and the main dimensions, models and technical
characteristics, technical requirements and factory documents, packaging, transportation and storage of two pieces glass-lined
steel vessels with agitator.
International Conference on Electrical, Control and Automation ?ICECA 2014?will be held from February 22nd to 23rd, 2014 in
Shanghai, China. CECA 2014 will bring together top researchers from Asian Pacific areas, North America, Europe and around the
world to exchange research results and address open issues in all aspects of Electrical, Control and Automation. The ICECA 2014
welcomes the submission of original full research papers, short papers, posters, workshop proposals, tutorials, and industrial
professional reports.
Hybrid Electric Vehicle Technology provides foundational information about vehicles that use more than one propulsion technology
to power a drive system. This textbook is filled with technical illustrations and concise descriptions of the different configurations
and vehicle platforms, the operation of various systems and the technologies involved, and the maintenance of hybrid electric
vehicles. Safety precautions required used when working around high-voltage vehicle systems, especially in emergencies, are
highlighted.
MODERN DIESEL TECHNOLOGY: DIESEL ENGINES, Second Edition, provides a thorough, reader-friendly introduction to diesel
engine theory, construction, operation, and service. Combining a simple, straightforward writing style, ample illustrations, and stepby-step instruction, this trusted guide helps aspiring technicians develop the knowledge and skills they need to service modern,
computer-controlled diesel engines. The book provides an overview of essential topics such as shop safety, tools and equipment,
engine construction and operation, major engine systems, and general service and repair concepts. Dedicated chapters then
explore engine, fuel, and vehicle computer control subsystems, as well as diesel emissions. Thoroughly revised to reflect the latest
technology, trends, and techniques—including current ASE Education Foundation standards—the Second Edition provides an
accurate, up-to-date introduction to modern diesel engines and a solid foundation for professional success. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
There's a great deal of excitement surrounding the use of Linux in embedded systems -- for everything from cell phones to car
ABS systems and water-filtration plants -- but not a lot of practical information. Building Embedded Linux Systems offers an indepth, hard-core guide to putting together embedded systems based on Linux. Updated for the latest version of the Linux kernel,
this new edition gives you the basics of building embedded Linux systems, along with the configuration, setup, and use of more
than 40 different open source and free software packages in common use. The book also looks at the strengths and weaknesses
of using Linux in an embedded system, plus a discussion of licensing issues, and an introduction to real-time, with a discussion of
real-time options for Linux. This indispensable book features arcane and previously undocumented procedures for: Building your
own GNU development toolchain Using an efficient embedded development framework Selecting, configuring, building, and
installing a target-specific kernel Creating a complete target root filesystem Setting up, manipulating, and using solid-state storage
devices Installing and configuring a bootloader for the target Cross-compiling a slew of utilities and packages Debugging your
embedded system using a plethora of tools and techniques Using the uClibc, BusyBox, U-Boot, OpenSSH, thttpd, tftp, strace, and
gdb packages By presenting how to build the operating system components from pristine sources and how to find more
documentation or help, Building Embedded Linux Systems greatly simplifies the task of keeping complete control over your
embedded operating system.
The main objective of ICSCTEA 2013 is to provide a platform for researchers, engineers and academicians from all over the world
to present their research results and development activities in soft computing techniques and engineering application. This
conference provides opportunities for them to exchange new ideas and application experiences face to face, to establish business
or research relations and to find global partners for future collaboration.
This book addresses the various challenges and open questions relating to CAN communication networks. Opening with a short
introduction into the fundamentals of CAN, the book then examines the problems and solutions for the physical layout of networks,
including EMC issues and topology layout. Additionally, a discussion of quality issues with a particular focus on test techniques is
presented. Each chapter features a collection of illuminating insights and detailed technical information supplied by a selection of
internationally-regarded experts from industry and academia. Features: presents thorough coverage of architectures,
implementations and application of CAN transceiver, data link layer and so-called higher layer software; explains CAN EMC
characteristics and countermeasures, as well as how to design CAN networks; demonstrates how to practically apply and test
CAN systems; includes examples of real networks from diverse applications in automotive engineering, avionics, and home
heating technology.
Based on the 2014 National Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Medium/Heavy Truck Tasks Lists and ASE
Certification Test Series for truck and bus specialists, Fundamentals of Medium/Heavy Duty Commercial Vehicle Systems is
designed to address these and other international training standards. The text offers comprehensive coverage of every NATEF
task with clarity and precision in a concise format that ensures student comprehension and encourages critical thinking.
Fundamentals of Medium/Heavy Duty Commercial Vehicle Systems describes safe and effective diagnostic, repair, and
maintenance procedures for today's medium and heavy vehicle chassis systems, including the most current, relevant, and
practical coverage of: * Automated transmissions * Braking system technology used in vehicle stability, collision avoidance, and
new stopping distance standards * Hybrid drive powertrains * Advanced battery technologies * On board vehicle networks and
integrated chassis electrical control system * Automatic transmission drive shafts and drive axles * Charging, starting, vehicle
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instrumentation and chassis electrical systems * On-board diagnostic systems, electronic signal processing, and sensor operation
* Steering, suspension, frames, hitching, and air conditioning systems * Environmental and fuel efficiency technologies Additional
features include: * Up-to-date NATEF coverage * Support of ASE certification test preparation for medium-heavy truck and bus
test series * A clear, accessible writing style * Reinforcement of concepts learned * Application to real-world practice * A wealth of
photographs, illustrations, and step-by-step explanations with visual summaries
The handbook focuses on a complete outline of lithium-ion batteries. Just before starting with an exposition of the fundamentals of
this system, the book gives a short explanation of the newest cell generation. The most important elements are described as
negative / positive electrode materials, electrolytes, seals and separators. The battery disconnect unit and the battery
management system are important parts of modern lithium-ion batteries. An economical, faultless and efficient battery production
is a must today and is represented with one chapter in the handbook. Cross-cutting issues like electrical, chemical, functional
safety are further topics. Last but not least standards and transportation themes are the final chapters of the handbook. The
different topics of the handbook provide a good knowledge base not only for those working daily on electrochemical energy
storage, but also to scientists, engineers and students concerned in modern battery systems.
International Conference on Electrical, Control and Automation ?ICECA 2014?DEStech Publications, Inc
This Standard specifies the definitions of physical layer, data link layer and application layer of the control-area-network
(CAN)-based communication between off-board conductive charger and battery management system for electric vehicle. This
Standard is applicable to the communication protocols between off-board charger and BMS (or other vehicle control units that
have charging control function) of electric vehicles that adopt conductive charging mode.
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